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A B S T R A C T

With the rapid evolution in the automation of serial electron microscopy in life sciences, the acquisition of
terabyte-sized datasets is becoming increasingly common. High resolution serial block-face imaging (SBEM) of
biological tissues offers the opportunity to segment and reconstruct nanoscale structures to reveal spatial fea-
tures previously inaccessible with simple, single section, two-dimensional images. In particular, we focussed
here on glial cells, whose reconstruction efforts in literature are still limited, compared to neurons. We imaged a
750,000 cubic micron volume of the somatosensory cortex from a juvenile P14 rat, with 20 nm accuracy. We
recognized a total of 186 cells using their nuclei, and classified them as neuronal or glial based on features of the
soma and the processes. We reconstructed for the first time 4 almost complete astrocytes and neurons, 4 com-
plete microglia and 4 complete pericytes, including their intracellular mitochondria, 186 nuclei and 213 mye-
linated axons. We then performed quantitative analysis on the three-dimensional models. Out of the data that we
generated, we observed that neurons have larger nuclei, which correlated with their lesser density, and that
astrocytes and pericytes have a higher surface to volume ratio, compared to other cell types. All reconstructed
morphologies represent an important resource for computational neuroscientists, as morphological quantitative
information can be inferred, to tune simulations that take into account the spatial compartmentalization of the
different cell types.

1. Introduction

Automated serial-section electron microscopy (3DEM), image stack
processing, segmentation and 3D reconstructions are techniques that
improved substantially in the last ten years, mostly driven by con-
nectomics; however, its ambitious aim to image an entire human brain
using electron microscopy to reconstruct every single synaptic con-
nection is still for a distant future, although, very recently, an important
milestone has been reached by imaging the entire brain of the droso-
phila (Zheng et al., 2018).

In contrast to connectomics that requires dense reconstructions to
infer total connectivity of brain networks in mammals, several recent
studies have taken advantage of similar imaging and reconstruction
pipelines in order to study the ultrastructure of individual cells, a task
achievable through the use of sparse reconstructions and focusing the
analysis on neurons (Della Santina et al., 2016; Graydon et al., 2018;

Kasthuri et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2016). A recent report investigated
the different patterns of myelination in neocortical pyramidal neurons
of mice from different cortical layers (Tomassy et al., 2014). Interest-
ingly, the myelination profiles of individual reconstructed axons cor-
related with the size of the soma of the corresponding neuron, showing
how different features might be extracted and quantified from 3D
models.

The resolution of electron microscopy, together with the ease of
large imaged volumes, also helped to investigate the intracellular or-
ganization of neuronal organelles at the whole cell level, in contrast to
earlier works, limited by conventional serial section TEM (ssTEM),
therefore focusing on the ultrastructure of individual structures, such as
dendritic spines. For instance, (Bourne and Harris, 2011) highlighted
the location of polyribosomes in enlarged, potentiated spines on 3D
reconstructions. In the pioneering work from Licthmann’s lab (Kasthuri
et al., 2015) examples of reconstructed mitochondria, as well as
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synaptic vesicles from a reconstructed volume of 1500 μm3 are shown;
and in a report from De Camilli’s lab, the authors explored the intimate
relationship between mitochondria and endoplasmatic reticulum (Wu
et al., 2017). A recent work from the team of Graham Knott have
produced an extensive collection of data from densely reconstructed
blocks from layer I somatosensory cortex (Calì et al., 2018), including
quantifications of volumes and surface areas of mitochondria. Although
3DEM cannot be considered as a high-throughput technique, it can be
used to address morphological modifications following pathological
impairments. A very recent report (Abdollahzadeh et al., 2019) de-
scribes how white matter axons and their ultrastructure including in-
dividual mitochondria, is impaired in rats following lesions; another
work has used the same technique to analyze the ultrastructure of
Corpora amylacea in human samples from aged or PD patients (Navarro
et al., 2018). 3DEM pipeline is also a powerful tool to analyze non-brain
samples; for instance, whole cultured cells and their intracellular ER
and mitochondria were reconstructed to analyze their dynamics during
cell division in a very elegant report (Puhka et al., 2012). Another work
has addressed an in-depth 3D analysis of the African sleeping sickness
parasite Trypanosoma brucei (Hughes et al., 2017) and its detailed in-
tracellular organelles distribution.

The vast majority of 3D neuroanatomical studies based on 3DEM are
focusing on neurons, with only a few examples of reconstructions and
analysis of astrocytes or other non-neuronal cell types, as well as their
intracellular content (Calì, 2017; Calì et al., 2016; Mohammed et al.,
2017). In one report from the Ellismann group (Hama et al., 2004),
entire astrocytes were rendered in 3D for the first time, and interesting
quantifications such as surface area to volume ratio, or total perimeter
were produced, even though images were not generated from serial
sections, but from electron tomography. A later report focusing on the
perivascular apposition of astrocytes, pericytes and endothelium
(Mathiisen et al., 2010) showed nice 3D reconstructions of mitochon-
drial arrangements within astrocytes, generated from serial section
electron micrographs.

Here, we combine the reconstruction of entire cells together with
their intracellular content by imaging a volume of brain parenchyma
from layer VI somatosensory cortex of a P14 rat, using a serial block-
face scanning electron microscope (SBEM) equipped with a 3View
module (Coggan et al., 2018). We identified several cell types within
the imaged volume: neurons, astrocytes, microglia, pericytes, en-
dothelial cells, and a few non-identifiable cells, most likely oligoden-
drocytes or precursors. We reconstructed four astrocytes, microglia,
pericytes and four neurons. Although the imaged block was still too
small to host the complete morphology of astrocytes and neurons, the
reconstructed volume still contained all the proximal processes of these
cells, showing for the first time in three-dimension the complexity of
the astrocytic arborization. Also, we reconstructed the three-dimen-
sional ultrastructure of microglial cells and pericytes in unprecedented
detail, showed the location of their mitochondria, and provided em-
pirical rules on how to distinguish each cell type on a single section
micrograph.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

2.1.1. Rat fixation
Brain sections were a gift from Paola Bezzi (University of Lausanne,

Switzerland). P14 rats were euthanized according to the Swiss Laws for
the protection of animals. Animals were hosted in the animal facility of
the Department of Fundamental Neuroscience (DNF) of the University
of Lausanne, and did not show any sign of distress. 14 days old rat was
deeply anesthetized with an i.p. injection of 150mg/kg sodium-pen-
tobarbital and killed by transcardially perfused fixative (2% PFA, EMS,
2.5% GA, EMS in PB 0.1M 200ml). 2 h after perfusion, brain was re-
moved, and 100 μm coronal slices were cut using a Leica VT1000

vibratome. Sections were then collected and in PB 0.1M and stored
until embedding. We then selected sections including somatosensory
cortex to proceed for staining and embedding in durcupan.

2.1.2. Staining for 3View
This protocol (Deerinck et al., 2010) was designed to enhance signal

for backscatter electron imaging of resin-embedded mammalian tissue
at low accelerating voltages (1–3 keV). The contrast of membranes is
emphasized by using heavy metals incubation steps, as well as en bloc
lead aspartate staining. 100 μm thick sections were washed into caco-
dylate buffer (0.1M, pH7.4) prior postfixation for 1 h in ice-cold re-
duced osmium (1.5%KFeCN, 2% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M cacodylate
buffer). Sections were then rinsed in ddH2O and placed in a freshly
prepared, filtered thicarbohydrazide solution (1% TCH, Ted Pella in
ddH2O) at room temperature.

After 20min, sections were washed in ddH2O at room temperature
and placed in a 2% osmium tetroxide solution in ddH2O for 30min.
Following this second exposure to osmium, tissues were rinsed again
and then placed in 1% uranyl acetate (aqueous) and left overnight at 4°.
The next day, en bloc Walton’s lead aspartate staining was performed:
Sections were rinsed with ddH2O at rising temperature (up to 60°), then
immersed into warm (60°) lead aspartate solution (10ml H2O 0.04 g
aspartic acid, 0.066 g lead nitrate. pH at 5.5 at 60°) for 20min, inside an
oven to assure that the temperature is kept constant during the in-
cubation. Then sections were washed again in ddH2O at room tem-
perature, prior embedding in durcupan resin.

2.1.3. Embedding in durcupan
After heavy membrane staining, tissues were embedded in

Durcupan resin (Sigma-Aldrich; components A and B, 33.3 g; compo-
nents D and E, 1 g). Sections were dehydrated in aqueous solutions
containing increasing concentration of ethanol (50%, 70%, 96%,
100%), prior to placing tissue into a 50% durcupan - ethanol mix. The
mix is then replaced gently with increasing concentration of durcupan,
until reaching pure resin. Sections were left so overnight, then em-
bedded in a thin layer of fresh resin in an aluminum weigh boat and
place is a 60° oven for about 24 h.

2.2. 3View imaging

The following procedure is used to mount specimens to minimize
specimen charging. Region of interests corresponding to somatosensory
cortex were dissected under a stereoscopic microscope using a razor
blade, then mounted on aluminum specimen pins (Gatan, Pleasanton,
CA) using cyanoacrylate glue. The blocks are faced and precision
trimmed with a glass knife to a square of approximately 0.5–1.0mm
side length, so that tissue is exposed on all four sides. Silver paint (Ted
Pella) is used to electrically ground the exposed edges of the tissue
block to the aluminum pin taking care not to get the paint on the block
face or edges of embedded tissue that will ultimately be sectioned. The
entire surface of the specimen is then sputter coated with a thin layer of
gold/palladium (25mA, 3min). After the block is surfaced with the
3View ultramicrotome (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) to remove the top layer
of gold/palladium, the tissue can be imaged using BSE mode. The stack
used for reconstruction resulted 1513 images, sections having been cut
at 50 nm thickness, and side length is 101 μm. Micrographs were ac-
quired using a FEI Quanta 200 SEM. Each image has 4096× 4096
pixels, with a pixel size of 20 nm. The acquisition parameters of the
microscope have been adjusted as the best tradeoff between quality of
imaging and ultramicrotomy: high-vacuum mode, voltage 3 kV, current
75pA, pixel time 7.5 ps, spot size 3, magnification 1500.

2.3. 3D reconstruction, proofreading and rendering

Serial micrographs were first registered using Multistackreg plugin,
freely available on Fiji (Thevenaz et al., 1998). Neurons and glial cells
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were then segmented using a hybrid pipeline involving TrakEM2 for
manual segmentation, as well as proofreading, and a version of iLastik
that use TrakEM2 masks as seeds for semi-automated segmentation
(Holst et al., 2016). Mitochondria, blood vessels and cells nuclei were
automatically segmented. For blood vessels and nuclei, we used iLastik
on a downsampled version of the stack. The models extracted from
these two software were then imported and rendered using Blender.
Images were processed using Adobe Photoshop to adjust brightness,
contrast, and add pseudo colors to highlight structures of interests.

2.4. Analysis

All analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism 6. All data are
expressed as mean ± SE of the mean, and error bars represent SE.
Quantifications on volume data (volume measurements, skeletons) or
surface meshes (surface area and length measurements) were per-
formed using Avizo, or custom tools python-coded for Blender based on
Neuromorph (Jorstad et al., 2015), respectively. Sphericity of the nuclei
was calculated using the following equation:

=
π V

SA
Ψ (6 )n

n

1
3

2
3

where Vn and SAn are the volume and surface area of the nuclei, re-
spectively. Maximum and minimum axis of the nuclei were obtained by
fitting an oriented bounding box around each of the nuclei, using a
custom script.

Quantifications on mitochondrial distribution, and qualitative vi-
sual assessments using Virtual Reality (VR) were based on the GLAM
algorithm (Agus et al., 2018a; Calì et al., 2017). Specifically, we
modelled mitochondria as emitting surfaces, and we evaluated energy
absorption on the surrounding processes according to a vertex-based
radiance transfer scheme. For each vertex xp of the 3D surface re-
construction of the cellular process, the absorption value is computed
by considering the KNN mitochondria vertices xim according to the
following equation

∑=
∈

− −p x K e( )P
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In this way, we were able to map the localization on the processes

Fig. 1. Volume imaging and cell counts from Layer VI Somatosensory cortex. (A) Serial-Block Face volume rendering. Red arrow points to one group of
myelinated axons used as a reference for the orientation of the 3D reconstruction in (C). (B) Visual representation of the counts of nuclei, per type, present in the
imaged volume. (C) Sparse 3D reconstruction of the structures, indicated in (D). Grey, neurons; green, astrocytes; yellow, microglia; blue, pericytes; red, blood vessel;
brown, myelinated axons.
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according to the halo projected on the membrane in form of absorption
map. We then evaluated the highest absorption peaks and we marked
them as spheres with varying radii. To evaluate their length and radii,
mitochondria were fed into an automated custom-made pipeline that
skeletonized the morphologies from the meshes and calculated the
length and radii of individual tubules.

2.5. Reagents

All chemicals used were from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise
specified.

2.6. Limitations

Electron microscopy is still the only method available to resolve
details at nanometer resolution. It is therefore the technique of choice
in neuroscience to study synapses and intracellular organelles (Knott
and Genoud, 2013). Nevertheless, the treatments used to render a tissue
sample suitable for EM imaging are known to create severe cellular and
extracellular artifacts. Extracellular space which is estimated around
20% of the in vivo brain volume, drops to 1–2% when imaged under EM
(Nicholson and Hrabětová, 2017) – most likely due to swelling of as-
trocytic processes during perfusion. It has been shown that the use of
high-pressure freezing, a technique using vitrification of the water
present in the sample to fix the tissue, followed by freeze-substitution
protocol better preserves the extracellular space. Under these condi-
tions astrocytic processes appear qualitatively different from the ones in
chemically fixed samples (Korogod et al., 2015), suggesting that the
latter preparation might not be suited for an in-depth analysis of the
ultrastructure of these cells. While high-pressure freezing might seem
ideal for ultrastructural studies, it cannot be used reliably to preserve
large samples that are hundred microns thick, leaving no other choice
to date but to use chemically fixed tissue. Moreover, since high-pressure
freezing has not yet been applied systematically to various brain
structures, it is not clear if the ground-truth representing the real cel-
lular ultrastructure can be determined with this technique.

3. Results

From an imaged total volume of 750,000 cubic microns (Fig. 1A;
100×100×75 μm), we segmented and reconstructed in 3D a total of
16 cells, including their cell bodies, out of 186 in total (Fig. 1B), two
blood vessels and 213 myelinated axons (Fig. 1C and D; Supplementary
Video 1).

3.1. Cell classification

The total number of cells present in the volume was calculated by
reconstructing all the nuclei present in the stack. The total cell density
was therefore evaluated as 220,000 cells per cubic millimeter. A total
number of 186 cells were present in the cube. The type of cell was then
classified by visual assessment by looking at specific morphological
traits (Table 1; Fig. 2). We classified five major types of cells (Supple-
mentary Table 1): 124 neurons, 22 astrocytes, 17 microglia, 11 peri-
cytes, 6 endothelial cells, and 6 of an unidentified, unknown cell type,
most likely oligodendrocytes, oligodendrocytes precursors (OPC), or
NG2 cells (Butt et al., 2002; Chelini et al., 2018). Nuclei can be also
automatically classified by approximating their shape with appropriate
fitting functions, such as hyperquadrics or spherical harmonics, and by
analyzing the parameters of these functions (Agus et al., 2018c, 2019b).

Neurons were identified by the presence of a dendritic arborization
developing from the soma (the proximal dendrites), and most im-
portantly by the presence of spines and synaptic contacts (Fig. 2A).
Their nuclei are almost spherical, and on average largest among the
studied cell types (Fig. 3C, D). Interestingly, all neuronal nuclei in this
sample show a dark artefact typical of electron accumulation in Ta
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portions of the sample where there is low density of material, and
therefore are poorly conductive, similar to the lumen of the blood vessel
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

Astrocytes, unlike neurons, do not show specialized domains along
their processes, to allow recognizing them readily. Their cytosol is
generally clearer than that of neurons or other types of glia (microglia),
but the largest processes rising directly from soma are typically packed
with intracellular organelles such as ER and mitochondria. The absence
of synaptic contacts, the high branching order resulting from many
small processes intermingled within the neuropil, and the presence of at
least one perivascular endfoot, are some distinctive traits of astroglial
cells. Their nuclei have an irregular shape and they are smaller than in
neurons (Fig. 3C, D; Supplementary Table 2).

Microglial cells were identified by the presence of branches that
appeared regular in size and direction, without the extensive branching
seen in astrocytes along their path. Also, 35% of the total microglial
cells in the imaged volume has a cytosol darker than in neurons and

astrocytes, a condition seen before (Bisht et al., 2016). The size of their
nuclei is smaller than neurons and astrocytes and their shape is irre-
gular and highly diverse among individual microglial cells, depending
on the shape of their soma which might need to flatten in order to move
within the neuropil.

Vasculature was easy to identify as a hollow round pipe crossing the
image stack. There are two cell types wrapped tightly around the vessel:
the endothelial cells and the pericytes.

Endothelial cells are very easy to identify, as they are directly facing
the lumen of the blood vessel and are therefore in direct contact with
the blood flow. Their nuclei are also flattened, but have a regular, round
shape if looked from the x-axis, giving them the appearance of a "potato
chip" in 3D, confirmed by a small sphericity index (0.67; Fig. 3C). En-
dothelial cells have a dark cytosol, and their cross-section is flat and
thin, roughly ranging from 300 nm (in portions without organelles) up
to 4 μm (in correspondence of the thicker portion of the nucleus). The
average size of the nuclei was the smallest among all those analyzed,

Fig. 2. Cell type recognition from single
micrographs. (A) Micrograph showing one
neuron (blue) and one astrocyte (green).
Neurons can be recognized by presence of sy-
napses (right, top panel), astrocytes by a mas-
sive concentration of mitochondria and ER in
proximity of the soma of the cell (right, bottom
panel). (B) Micrograph showing one neuron
(blue) and two microglial cells (yellow).
Microglia (right panels) can be recognized by a
slightly darker cytosol, and presence of thin
straight processes with a fairly regular dia-
meter. (C) Oligodendrocytes or OPC (dark
green) have a darker cytosol, but are con-
siderably bigger compared to microglia, and
their soma is very rich is ER. (D), (E) Pericytes
(red) are facing the brain parenchyma from
their convex side, and the vasculature en-
dothelium (yellow) from their concave side.
Scalebars: A,B,C, main panels, 10 μm; insets,
2 μm; D,E, main panels, 5 μm; insets, 1 μm.
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together with the smallest sphericity index (0.47; Fig. 3C). Pericytes sit
on top of endothelial cells from one side, and interface with the as-
trocytic endfoot on the other side. They have a very tight, dark, elec-
tron-dense membrane interfacing with the endothelium, and have as
well a very dark cytosol similar to endothelial cells.

Lastly, so called "unknown cells" (4 in total) have a dark cytosol and
their soma is filled with smooth ER. Their morphology is reminiscent of

oligodendrocytes or their precursors (OPC) which, given the develop-
ment stage of the brain sample (P14), are more likely.

3.2. Nuclei

Out of 186 nuclei, 102 were entirely within the volume (Fig. 3),
therefore we measured the volume and sphericity of each nucleus and

Fig. 3. Characterization of nuclei per each cell type. (A) 3D reconstruction of all the nuclei present in the imaged volume, color-coded per cell type. Only the
complete ones (bottom) have been used for volume measurements. (B) Quantification and graphical representation of number of nuclei in (A), clustered per cell type.
(C) Average Max / Min axis ratio per each type of nuclei. (D) Sphericity of the nuclei, grouped per each cell type. (E) Quantification of the volume of reconstructed
nuclei, grouped by statistical similarity. *One-way ANOVA, Holm-Sidak multiple comparison test, P > 0.05. (F) A selection of reconstructed nuclei highlights their
morphological diversity.
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compared them, grouping by cell type (Supplementary Table 2). Neu-
rons had the largest nuclei (715.7 ± 13.01 μm3, N=60), followed by
astrocytes (349.3 ± 18.88 μm3, N=12) and unknown cells
(427 ± 24.9 μm3, N=4), last two being statistically similar (Holm-
Sidak's multiple comparison test; t= 1.54). Those three cell types had
also the highest sphericity, an index of how close is the shape of a
particle to a sphere of a certain volume (neurons, 0.9455 ± 0.003 μm,
N=60; astrocytes, 0.8895 ± 0.016 μm3, N=12; unknown,
0.9512 ± 0.003 μm, N=4). Nuclei of microglia (185.5 ± 18.7 μm3,
N=12), pericytes (120.1 ± 13.3 μm3, N=9) and endothelial cells
(75.3 ± 3.6 μm3, N=5) were similar (Holm-Sidak's multiple com-
parison test; microglia vs pericytes, t= 1.72; microglia vs endothelial
cells, t = 2.402; pericytes vs endothelial cells, t= 0.9316), with a
sphericity further from 1 (i.e. perfect sphere), endothelial nuclei being
the lowest (microglia, 0.7949 ± 0.014 μm, N=12; pericyte,
0.6703 ± 0.025 μm3, N=9; endothelium, 0.4707 ± 0.008 μm,
N=5). These observations were confirmed by evaluating the max-
imum and minimum axis of the nuclei (Supplementary Table 3), with
pericytes and endothelium showing a ratio (Fig. 3C) of 3 between the
two (endothelium, 2.83 ± 0.35; pericytes, 3.18 ± 0.43). Microglia
was somehow in between (2.14 ± 0.19), while neurons, astrocytes and
unknown cells had a ratio closer to one (neurons, 1.34 ± 0.02; astro-
cytes, 1.63 ± 0.11; unknown, 1.3 ± 0.05).

3.3. Surface area to volume ratio

Both surface area, and volume of each reconstructed morphology
(Fig. 4A), were calculated; nevertheless, because of the total volume
sampled was not sufficient to contain the complete structure of the
identified neurons and astrocytes, comparing absolute numbers was not
feasible. We therefore decided to evaluate surface area-to volume ra-
tios, which can be considered as a measure of how much the mor-
phology of a cell is adapted to interact with its environment (Supple-
mentary Table 4). Neurons and microglia have little statistical
difference (neurons, 1.63 ± 0.05; and microglia, 2.8 ± 0.3, N=4,
p < 0.05), whereas astrocytes and pericytes have higher ratios, and are
not significantly different (astrocytes, 4.39 ± 0.3; and pericytes,
4.26 ± 0.09, N= 4) (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, linear regressions of sur-
face areas versus volume graphs (Fig.4C) show that in this respect as-
trocytes and pericytes are very similar to each other (they fit on the
same slope, R2= 0.97), and neurons and microglia match each other
(R2= 0.94).

3.4. Astrocytes

Astrocyte data was subjected to a number of qualitative assess-
ments, and their features of interest were quantified. First, by applying
the same thinning algorithm to the 3D volume data of the segmented
astrocytes we could extract a GFAP-like morphology that allowed visual
identification of their soma and main processes (Fig. 5B). Each of the
four astrocytes have 4 primary processes branching out from the soma.
By analyzing the skeletons, we found that these astrocytes have 1853,
6001, 6240 and 1853 branches, respectively (Fig. 5C). The number of
branches correlates with the size of the cell (See Fig. 4C).

For each astrocyte, we have calculated a maximum and minimum
radius by fitting an ellipsoid to encompass the outer surface of the cell
and centered in the nucleus of each astrocyte. In order to make a rough
estimate of the percentage of cell reconstructed, as all astrocytes have
processes cut at the boundary of the image stack, we have assumed that
the cells are roughly symmetrical, and have calculated the percentage
of the volume of the fitting ellipsoid lying within the bounding box. We
found that astrocytes 1 and 2 are the least complete ones (52% and 66%
complete, respectively), followed by astrocytes 3 and 4, both complete
at 78%.

Of the four reconstructed astrocytes, three of them (1, 3 and 4) have
two perivascular processes (example from astrocyte 1 in Fig. 6A); the

remaining cell (number 2) is lying on a bifurcation, hence its one
perivascular process has larger surface area than in the other three
astrocytes (Fig. 6B, empty square). The surface area of the process fa-
cing the lumen of the blood vessel was quantified using the blender
addons family Neuromorph, and the ratio with the volumes of the
processes (Fig. 6C; Supplementary Table 5), which in all seven cases
appeared as a thin, flat, curved surface, was between 1 and 2.5. Indeed,
linear regression from the volume-surface area representation of the
data (Fig. 6B, red dotted line) had a coefficient close to 1 (0.97).

3.5. Neurons

Four neurons were randomly selected out of the 124 present in the
stack whose nucleus was complete, segmented and their morphology
reconstructed in 3D (Fig. 7A). They had between 4 and 7 proximal
dendrites, with neuron number 2 not showing any axon, possibly be-
cause the process is cut at the proximal portion of the neuron. Although
neuron number 1 had the smallest number of spines within the imaged
volume (262), it had the highest total dendritic length (816.1 μm), and
the longest dendrite (106.7 μm) compared to the other neurons. Con-
sequently, its spine linear density (Fig. 7B) was significantly different
compared to the other 3 neurons (#1, 0.35 ± 0.033 spines/μm; #2,
0.71 ± 0.06 spines/μm, p < 0.001; #3, 0.62 ± 0.06 spines/μm,
p < 0.01; #4, 0.54 ± 0.05 spines/μm, p < 0.05). A similar analysis
was performed on the surface density of spines, by calculating the vo-
lume of individual dendrites, and the results revealed the same trend
(Supplementary Table 6). Linear regression of the dendritic volumes
versus number of spines indeed confirm that neuron 1 differs from the
other ones. We evaluated the minimum and maximum radius, by pla-
cing a sphere in the soma of each neuron until it reached the shortest
and longest process of each cell, respectively. In all cases, the maximum
radius was close to the longest dendrite of each neuron.

3.6. Pericytes and vasculature

Four pericytes out of 11 were reconstructed in 3D (Fig. 8). The re-
constructed ones (Fig. 8B) have a thin cytosol, and most of their surface
is either facing the endothelium surrounding the lumen of the blood
vessel, or the neuropil on the opposite side. Since pericytes do not have
a clear symmetry around their nuclei, we have calculated their max-
imum and minimum axis from their bounding box. Pericyte 2 and 3 are
both lying on a bifurcation, and are also the ones with the highest oc-
cupancy, with a maximum axis of 42.1 and 45.7 μm, respectively.

Two vasculature segments were found in the sample, showing a
black artefact in the middle of their lumen due to the imaging technique
that is inducing electron accumulation within empty resin. The largest
segment is 103 μm long (segment 1), and cross the entire image stack on
the z-axis. Another segment (number 2) is 49.45 μm long, from which
another bifurcation departs (segment 3), at the top of which astrocyte 2
is lying (Fig. 5A).

By observing the location of nuclei, it was possible to estimate the
density of pericytes along the length of the blood vessel (Fig. 8C). We
found a positive correlation with the density and the diameter of the
vessel.

3.7. Microglia

Four microglial cells out of 17 were reconstructed in 3D (Fig. 9). The
morphology of the four cells varies strongly, although number 2 and 3
have close number of total branches (54 and 49, respectively) and their
total volume is quite similar (545 μm3 and 550 μm3, respectively). The
number of branches has a non-linear correlation with the volume of the
cells (Fig. 9B), but does not appear to be correlated with their surface
area (Fig. 9C; Supplementary Table 7). To evaluate the occupancy of
each cell, we evaluated the minimum and maximum radius, by placing
a sphere in their soma until it reached their shortest and longest
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process. We found that microglia 3 and 4 have the shortest minimum
(7.7 μm and 7.8 μm respectively) and maximum (29.7 μm and 35.4 μm
respectively) radii.

3.8. Mitochondria

All the mitochondria from the sample were segmented together,
using an automated classifier that was trained on a manually segmented
portion of the stack, and then various qualitative and quantitative
analyses were performed based on cell and cell type distribution
(Fig. 10; Supplementary Tables 8–10). The percentage of mitochondria
per each type of cell calculated as a ratio between the volume of mi-
tochondria and the volume of each cell (Fig. 10E) was not significantly
different among the cell types, although quantification revealed a si-
milar trend between pericytes and astrocytes, and neurons with mi-
croglia (pericytes, 9.6 ± 1.57%; astrocytes, 8 ± 1.1%; neurons,
7.3 ± 0.4%; microglia, 6.4 ± 0.4%; N=4 per each cell group). From
a qualitative point of view, the spatial distribution of mitochondria in

neurons and microglia (Fig. 10B and D, respectively) was similar, as it
follows the skeleton of the cells from the nucleus to their distal pro-
cesses. Within pericytes, mitochondria were evenly distributed within
the cytosol (Fig. 10B), whereas in astrocytes (Fig. 10A) they followed
the lines drawn by the major processes, and were particularly dense in
the proximity of the soma and in the perivascular endfoot.

By using an automated skeletonizer, we have extracted quantitative
information about the length and radius of mitochondria per cell type
(Supplementary Tables 9 and 10), within their soma and their processes
(Fig. 10F and G, respectively). In the soma, astrocytes had the longest
average mitochondrial length (2.23 ± 0.11 μm, N=203), followed by
pericytes (2.13 ± 0.15 μm, N=125) and neurons (1.95 ± 0.03 μm,
N=1036), while microglia had the shortest mitochondrial average
(1.71 ± 0.11 μm, N=93). In the processes, neurons had the longest
mitochondrial average length (2.86 ± 0.08 μm, N=1014), followed
by astrocytes (2.61 ± 0.05 μm, N=1209) and microglia
(2.23 ± 0.10 μm, N=258), while pericytes had the shortest mi-
tochondria (1.9 ± 0.06 μm, N=317).

Fig. 4. Surface area to volume ratio in reconstructed cells. (A) Rendering of all the reconstructed morphologies for subsequent quantification. Spheres centered
around the somas on the first column have a dimeter of 50 μm. (B) Quantification of SVR per each cell type. One-way ANOVA, Holm-Sidak multiple comparison test;
** P < 0.01; **** P < 0.0001. (C) Linear regression of Surface Area v Volume per each cell.
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Finally, in order to easily infer the intracellular distribution of the
mitochondria, and overcome the visual occlusion caused by the cellular
complexity, we adopted a strategy similar to GLAM glycogen mapping
(Agus et al., 2018b; Calì et al., 2017). We considered mitochondria as
light sources, mapped their localization on the processes based on the
halo projected on the membrane, and reported the highest absorption
peaks as spheres (Fig. 11 A and B). We then proceeded to count the
number of peaks (Fig. 11B) in different cell compartments, per each cell
type (Fig. 11C). Virtual Reality (VR) was used to better understand the
data (Supplementary Video 3). We found that in the vast majority of the
cases high-density peaks were found along cellular processes rather
than in the somatic part of the cell. As pericyte morphology is best
described in relation with the lumen of the blood vessel (inside), or the
parenchyma (outside), these terms were used in describing the location
of the peaks.

3.9. Myelinated axons

Axons in EM micrographs have a well-known morphology. They
show a relatively straight, tubular structure (Shepherd and Harris,
1998), with a tortuosity depending on the axonal type and swelling at
sites, called boutons, where spheroidal vesicles accumulate. Myelinated
axons have a much less convoluted path, a more regular and larger
diameter compared to non-myelinated axons. Myelinated processes are
large and smooth, and present a thick, dark electron-dense sheet around
their circumference (Kreshuk et al., 2015).

We reconstructed a total of 240 myelinated axons, organized in four
major bundles of 42, 30, 18 and 120 axons, as well as 3 fibers that were
isolated and appeared clustered. The total length of the reconstructed
fibers was 11,295 μm, with an average length per bundle of 97.63,
10.47, 75.51 and 44.89, respectively, all with a standard error between

Fig. 5. Assessment of astrocytes morphology from their 3D reconstruction. (A) Full mesh rendering extracted from volume segmentation. (B) Volume rendering
from thinning procedure to highlight primary processes. (C) Quantification of morphological parameters.
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1 and 3% (Supplementary Fig. 2). All the fibers were crossing the stack
at approximately 45°, considering the z direction to the proximal den-
drite of neuron 1. Location and orientation of the sample together with
the number of axons prompt us to assume that they originate from
corpus callosum (Supplementary Video 2).

4. Discussion

The aim of this work was to provide for the first time a detailed
description of the three-dimensional morphology of glial cells, with a
particular emphasis on astrocytes, a dataset that is still largely lacking
in literature with a few exceptions (Calì, 2017) and to adapt the tools
originally developed for neuronal image segmentation, reconstruction
and analysis to glial cells.

4.1. Cell recognition

The first challenge was to recognize the different categories of cells
using EM. Ultrastructural analyses at the EM level are usually carried on
in brain neuropil, and analyses on larger fields of view are limited to
neurons. Although there is a general consensus regarding recognition of
neurites and postsynaptic densities (PSDs), as well as their type
(Shepherd and Harris, 1998; Stuart et al., 2016), it is rare to find similar
definitions for other brain cell types, such as glial cells and the en-
dothelium of the blood vessel (Table 1). This is despite the fact that
endothelial structures are very simple to identify, as they are facing the
blood vessel lumen (Fig. 2D,E). For glial cells, there is much less con-
sensus, probably due to limited literature.

Comments on astrocyte structure in EM tend to be general and often
misleading. Commonly, they are referred as empty structures with a
relatively clear cytosol (Witcher et al., 2010, 2007); this misconception
is probably due to the fact that investigations on astrocytic ultra-
structure in the last twenty years have been mostly focused on glio-
transmission, meaning on the ultrastructural features in astrocytes that
could subserve the release of signaling molecules (Calì, 2017). These
studies have looked at perivascular, lamelliform processes on separate
2D images, which might appear clear and empty, depending on the
section shown. In reality, larger processes are full of organelles, such as

ER and mitochondria, that we observed in close proximity of the soma
(Fig. 2A). Furthermore, perivascular processes (Mathiisen et al., 2010;
Fig. 6) appear more complex than expected, showing local synthesis
machinery such as the Golgi apparatus (Boulay et al., 2017), as well as
glycogen granules (Agus et al., 2019a; Calì et al., 2016).

Microglia are very mobile cells that patrol their neighborhood in
search of inflammations (Nimmerjahn et al., 2005), and have recently
been shown to be responsible for synapse pruning (Thion and Garel,
2018). Microglia squeeze through other cells in brain parenchyma.
Their morphology is adapted to that and these cells are easy to identify
by the small size of their soma (Fig. 2B) and the convoluted shape of
their nucleus (Savage et al., 2018). Interestingly, 6, out of the 17 mi-
croglia identified in the stack had a darker cytosol than other cell types.
This phenotype has been reported previously (Bisht et al., 2016; Savage
et al., 2018) and associated to a possible activated state of the cell. First
reports about dark cells date back to Peters (Murakami et al., 1997);
this observed phenotype was not limited to microglia, but also to so
called “dark neurons”, as well as other cell types, similar to another
category of cells that we found and referred to as “unknown”. Com-
pared to the dark microglia observed, these cells have an even darker
cytosol, and are probably oligodendrocytes or OPC (oligodendrocytes
precursors).

Comparison of cell numbers between glial cells (astrocytes, micro-
glia, pericytes and unknown, together) and neurons is of interest
(Supplementary Table 1). Although it was not our aim to make a ste-
reological count, as the volume is probably too limited, the estimation
based on the nuclei present in the sample results in 30% glia, the re-
maining 70% being neurons. Contrary to a popular misconception that
astrocytes are the most abundant cell type in the CNS, the total number
of glia does not surpass the number of neuronal cells. Estimations using
isotropic fractionator, a technique evaluating cell numbers based on
nuclear staining, show that the number of neurons is higher than that of
glial cells in rodents and primates, and is the same in humans
(Herculano-Houzel, 2014; von Bartheld et al., 2016). Interestingly, this
ratio depends on the brain region: for instance, in the cortex, the glia to
neurons ratio shows that there is more glia than neurons, which is the
opposite than what we found. Two possible explanations have been
presented: First, the density of neurons is heterogeneous across cortical

Fig. 6. Analysis of astrocytic perivascular
arrangement. (A) Rendering of one of the re-
constructed astrocytes with a detail from its
two perivascular processes (red). (B)
Quantification of the perivascular surface area
(shown in A in red as an example). (C) Ratio
between surface area of the contact and the
volume of the perivascular process.
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layers. This is supported by data from layer I that has no (or very little)
neurons, which means that by averaging numbers over entire cerebral
cortex, the ratio could be unbalanced by the more glia in upper layers.
Layers V and VI are known to have higher neuronal density (Santuy
et al., 2018). Second, cellular densities of cells must change across
developmental stages and the present data set is from a rapidly chan-
ging P14 brain.

4.2. Size of nuclei

All mammalian cells of one individual store the same genetic ma-
terial in their nuclei. For rats, the Rat Genome Sequencing Project
Consortium estimated the size of the rat genome to be 2.75 Gb, between
human (2.9 Gb) and mice (2.6 Gb) (Rat Genome Sequencing Project
Consortium, 2004), which, considering a weight of 660 g/mole-bp,

corresponds roughly to 7 pg of nuclear DNA within each normal diploid
cell, although a recent report shows that human cell types might go well
beyond that expected value (Gillooly et al., 2015). From a morpholo-
gical point of view, we noticed differences in the appearance, both in
2D and in 3D, that we quantified by calculating the sphericity, an index
of how close the shape of a particle is to a sphere (Supplementary
Table 2). Nuclei from neurons, astrocytes and unknown cells had
sphericity index closer to 1 (Fig. 3D), while pericytes and endotelial
cells nuclei had the lowest, confirming the visual qualitative visual
assessment of their shape. This observation matched the ratio between
the maximum and minimum axis, (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table 3)
which was closer to one for the former group, and around 3 for the
latter. Microglial cells, which are highly mobile and need to adapt their
shape in order to migrate from site to site of the brain parenchyma,
were somehow in between these two groups, showing some variability.

Fig. 7. Assessment of neuron morphology from their 3D reconstruction. (A) Renderings from the 4 reconstructed neurons, including parameters of interest. (B)
Linear density of spines per each neuron. (C) Surface density of spines per each neuron, including linear regression.
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Interestingly, we found that by measuring the volume of nuclei of the
different cell types (Supplementary Table 2), there was a substantial
variability (Fig. 3E), with differences up to 10 fold, comparing the
smallest nuclei (pericytes and endothelium, less than 100 cubic mi-
crometers) with the larger ones (neurons, more than 900 cubic micro-
meters). If they all contain the same amount of genetic material, the
difference must rely on the folding state of the cell, and possibly the
expression of histone deacetylases and other epigenetic effectors, which
are known to be affected during aging, and their impairment has been
shown to favor phenomena like LTP, and improve long term memory
and cognition (Cao et al., 2018; Maze et al., 2013; Penney and Tsai,
2014; Walsh et al., 2015; Shu et al., 2018) by having a more fluid

nucleus that facilitates the access of nuclear information to transcrip-
tional factors, and therefore protein turnover (Maze et al., 2013). As a
further proof of this point, an imaging artefact was useful to confirm
that neuronal nucleus was less “dense”. As we imaged using back
scattered electrons from the block surface of the tissue, in order to
obtain images similar to the more familiar TEM ones, non-reflective,
less conductive surfaces absorb electrons and therefore appear black.
Notably, this occurs in the lumen of blood vessels, where there are no
proteins, but where only resin is present, therefore no combination of
osmium, lead and uranium can generate an image, because there is
nothing to bind to. Interestingly, all the nuclei from neurons had at
their core this black artefact (Supplementary Fig. 1), whereas none

Fig. 8. Assessment of pericytes morphology from their 3D reconstruction. (A) Rendering of the reconstructed vasculature with the four reconstructed pericytes
and the nuclei of all pericytes present in the volume (in red). (B) Rendering of individual reconstructed pericytes. (C) Quantitative relationship between pericytes and
vasculature.
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from other cells, including the larger nuclei of astrocytes and microglia
that matched in size the smallest nuclei of neurons, showed the same
hallmark. This feature is peculiar for our sample preparation and our
imaging conditions, and more recent SBEM setups have introduced
systems to reduce substantially the charging using focal injection of
nitrogen (Deerinck et al., 2018). We used this dataset to train shape
analysis AI algorithms to infer cell type solely from the size and mor-
phology of the nuclei (Agus et al., 2019b, 2018c). By comparing dif-
ferent methods of representation of the nuclei (hyperquadrics versus
spherical harmonics), we could train a support vector machine classifier
(SVMC) to distinguish between cell types, and found that neurons can

be distinguished with almost 100% accuracy, as different parameters
clusters well together when plotted for dimension reduction, compared
to other cell types (Agus et al., 2019b). SVMC can also classify astro-
cytes relatively well, although in some cases they can be mistaken for
neurons; in contrast, other cell types have too high variability and au-
tomatic classifiers fails to distinguish them. By acquiring more dataset
to enhance the accuracy of training, the SVMC might be a powerful tool
to pre-assess the identity of a cell by its nucleus, which is easy to
identify and segment.

Fig. 9. Assessment of microglia morphology from their 3D reconstruction. (A) Rendering of the four reconstructed microglia, together with morphological
parameters. (B) Number of processes plotted against the volume of each cell. (C) Number of processes plotted against the surface area of each cell.
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4.3. Individual morphologies

3D models of neurons are increasingly common but very little effort
has been done to segment morphologies of other brain cells from EM,
although recently developed algorithms, such as flood filling networks
(FFNs; Januszewski et al., 2018) are not specific for one cell type and
are generally used for dense segmentation, suggesting that they could
be applied to glial cells (Harris et al., 2015). One possible reason is that
neurons have a clear morphological compartmentalization (axons,
dendrites, spines, boutons, PSDs), and the changes in these compart-
ments can be directly correlated to functional changes; for instance,
dendritic spines can become smaller or bigger, newer ones can form
based on synaptic inputs. Such compartmentation is less known for glial
cells. In the absence of morphologically identifiable functional

domains, the few reconstructions of glial morphology present in lit-
erature have been produced to elucidate processes of neuronal phy-
siology, rather than for studying astrocytic function per se.

In this study, we aimed to reconstruct detailed individual
morphologies of cells included in an imaged cortical volume. We first
compared surface area to volume ratio (SVR) of different reconstructed
cells (neurons, astrocytes, microglia and pericytes) as measured by their
three-dimensional morphology (Fig. 4B). In contrast to absolute volume
or surface area values that are not very informative (Fig. 4C), SVR is an
indication of the fractality of the cell, and indicates how much a cell
would sacrificing its intracellular volume to “dedicate” surface for in-
teracting with its neighbors (Supplementary Table 4). It is not sur-
prisingly then, that small pericytes have high SVR values (around 4),
similar to astrocytes, while neurons and microglia (Fig. 4B) have lower

Fig. 10. Analysis on mitochondria distribution in different cell types. (A) Mitochondria in one astrocyte. (B) Mitochondria in one neuron. (C) Mitochondria in
one pericyte. Box inset reveals the size of the cell compared to A and B. (D) Mitochondria in one microglia. Box inset shows the size of the cell compared to A and B.
(E) Average volume occupancy of mitochondria per cell type. (F) Length of mitochondria in the soma of the reconstructed cells. (G) Length of mitochondria in the
processes of the reconstructed cells. Bars indicate average ± SE.
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SVR of 1.6 and 2.8 respectively. Pericytes are in general flat cells with a
fairly homogeneous morphology that are like sheets wrapped around
the blood vessels (Fig. 8B) and interface with the astrocytic vascular
endfeet (Fig. 6).

Astrocytes have highly variable morphology, and although their
average SVR is similar to pericytes, the SVR of morphologically distinct
astrocytic domains varies widely. We measured the contact surface area
to volume ratio of astrocytic perivascular processes (Fig. 6 to be close to
1 while the smallest processes in the neuropil has been reported to have
values up to 14 (Hama et al., 2004). Astrocytes clearly have a much
higher surface area compared to neurons and therefore have a much
larger membrane interface with the parenchyma around them. While
all reconstructed astrocytes have a very simple morphological backbone
with four primary processes (Fig. 5B), similar to neurons (Fig. 7), their
full morphology (Fig. 5A) can include up to thousands of branches.

Interestingly, astrocytes 2 and 3 have three times more processes
than astrocyte 1 and 4 (Fig. 5). Their proximity to each other makes it
unlikely that such difference might arise from neuronal network

diversity, although we cannot rule this out. More probable reason for
these differences is that at this stage of development (P14, age is crucial
for synaptogenesis), some astrocytes not yet fully developed. This dif-
ference is also supported by astrocytes 2 and 3 having higher absolute
volume and surface area (Fig. 4C). In constrast, the minimum and
maximum width of cell seem unrelated with the branching of the cells.

The high branching order of an astrocyte is due to the large number
of lamelliform processes stemming from its primary processes. In neu-
rons, dendritic spines generate hundreds of spines (Fig. 7), similar to
hundreds, or thousands of astrocytic lamelliform processes stemming
from main processes. Dendritic spines are input stations for dendrites,
and have a simpler morphology than astrocytic processes, because the
surface area dedicated to the interaction with the volume in their
proximity is mostly polarized towards the PSD. But even when we
compare the branching order of a neuron in terms of number of spines
to astrocytes there is a difference of a factor 10 (hundreds for neurons
while up to thousands for astrocytes; Figs. 5 and 7). This suggests that
the higher SVR in astrocytes is an indication of their capacity to interact

Fig. 11. Qualitative analysis of mitochondria distribution in different cell types using VR. (A) Example of an astrocyte where the surface has been mapped with
color-coded peaks depending on energy-radiance paradigm based on the below mitochondria. (B) Peaks have been discretized as spheres to ease the counting process.
(C) Quantification of the percentage of peaks in each cellular compartment.
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with multiple structures at once. The only known specialized astrocytic
structure, the perivascular process (Fig. 6), indeed has a small SVR in
spite of its relatively large interactive surface.

4.4. Mitochondria

We identified and reconstructed individual mitochondria from
within each reconstructed cell (Fig. 10). It is a matter of general
knowledge that mitochondria provide cells energy by transforming
metabolites into ATP via oxidative phosphorylation using the Krebs
cycle. However, under anoxia, cells can generate smaller amounts of
ATP in glycolysis and pass to the resulting pyruvate to lactate instead.
This is what happens to muscle cells during intense activity when the
oxygen supply is not adequate (Calì et al., 2019). Also, tumor cells
mainly rely on glycolysis even when oxygen is available using a me-
chanism called aerobic glycolysis or Warburg effect (Magistretti, 2014).
In brain, neurons die shortly after oxygen deprivation, whereas astro-
cytes are able to survive solely on glycolysis, even for many years
(Supplie et al., 2017). Not surprisingly, astrocytes are the site of aerobic
glycolysis very similar to cancer cells (Magistretti and Allaman, 2018).
The lactate that they produce through this pathway supports neurons in
both their energetic and signaling functions as detailed in the astrocyte-
neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS) model (Magistretti and Allaman, 2015,
2018).

The shape of mitochondria has recently been associated with cog-
nitive impairments. During aging, presynaptic mitochondria acquire a
“donut” shape that can be rescued with estrogen, and has been asso-
ciated with decreased learning abilities (Hara et al., 2016). Dendritic
mitochondria have been shown to acquire an elongated shape, which
seems to indicate impaired fission, as seen in a genetic Alzheimer’s
disease model (Zhang et al., 2016). Therefore, a simple assessment, in
terms of global cell occupancy, and/or shape, might indicate differences
in metabolic function between different cell types, although the present
study is concerned with cells in physiological conditions. We quantified
the percentage of mitochondrial occupancy against total cell volume,
but could not observe any significant difference between cell types
(Fig. 10E), although there seems to be a trend, similar to surface area to
volume ratio (SVR) measurements, where astrocytes are more similar to
pericytes, and neurons to microglia.

Distribution of mitochondria within individual neurons and micro-
glia (examples in Fig. 10B–C) shows that, as a rule of thumb, they
concentrate to main processes. Pericytes (Fig. 10C) that are flat cells
lacking any visually distinct subdomain show no evident bias in mi-
tochondrial distribution.

Interestingly, in astrocytes (Fig. 10A), mitochondria follow the main
processes in a "GFAP-like" fashion, while a few, scattered mitochondria
are present within smaller processes, with a width of at least 200 nm,
roughly the size of a single tubule. This is in contrast with recent lit-
erature showing a widespread activity of mitochondria across most of
the cell (Agarwal et al., 2017; Bindocci et al., 2017). This difference
could be due to the early stage of development (P14) where the energy
generation of mitochondria is still directed to internal rather than ex-
ternal use. At this stage, P14 neuronal networks are still forming and
stabilizing, therefore the absence of mitochondria in astrocyte lamellar
processes might correlate with a more important glycolysis within the
neuropil controlled by individual astrocytes. This would necessarily
result in an enhanced astrocytic L-Lactate production that would be
locally shuttled to neuronal domains to sustain the structural matura-
tion of neuronal processes, which is energetically expensive. Moreover,
since, astrocytic lamelliform processes have a cross section of tenths of
nanometers, where mitochondria cannot fit, ATP synthesis should ne-
cessarily pass through glycolysis, also taking into account that la-
melliform processes are rich in glycogen (Calì et al., 2016).

The size of individual mitochondrial tubules might give an indica-
tion of their activity. The dynamics of fission and fusion are important
indicators of a healthy mitochondria (Archer, 2013; Chen et al., 2005;

Suen et al., 2008), and impaired fission might be related to pathological
conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease (Zhang et al., 2016). The
average length of the mitochondria for all cells and cell types was
longer in the processes compared to the soma, possibly indicating that
the metabolic needs of the cells are highly compartmentalized. A higher
average length in astrocytes than in neurons might suggest a higher
glycolytic activity in glial cells compared to neurons (Supplie et al.,
2017), although the measure is reversed in processes, where neurons
shows a longer average length of mithochondria. This could be due to
very long tubules present in the long proximal dendrites of neurons, in
particular neuron 2 which has one 35 μm length mitochondrion. Such
measurement differs from a recent report, where observations on in-
dividual mitochondria reconstructed in neurons imaged using expan-
sion microscopy (Gao et al., 2019) reported a distribution of lengths
ranging from 0.2 to 8 μm, which is similar to what we found among the
2nd and 98th percentile was ranging (0.2 and 10 μm), and to the range
we observe in the soma (0.1–9.8 μm). The reasons for these differing
results could equally well stem from different species or developmental
stage of the samples or from some unknown physiological factor.

To further characterize the possible interaction of mitochondria
with the environment within different cells, we performed a semi-
quantitative analysis that is based on the GLAM paradigm (Agus et al.,
2018a; Calì et al., 2017) where we considered mitochondria as a source
of light, and counted the absorbing peaks on the membrane of each cell,
all within a Virtual Reality (VR) head mounted display environment.
Peaks were then plotted on the surfaces as spheres (Fig. 10F, bottom
panels) and we counted manually how many were distributed in the
different compartments. For neurons and microglia (grey and yellow
bars, respectively), the highest concentrations of mitochondria were
present on individual processes with neurons showing the vast majority
of them in dendrites. Astrocytes (green bars) showed a variable dis-
tribution, with number 1 and 4 having less polarized peaks towards the
perivascular processes, compared to number 2 and 3 that showed an
opposite trend. Interestingly, these latter two cells are more branched
(Fig. 5). Keeping the rapidly developing stage of the sample in mind,
the correlation between the polarization of the perivascular distribution
of the mitochondria and the branching level might suggest a difference
in the maturity of the cells. In those cells, whose perivascular process
are also larger in terms of surface area and volume indicating higher
maturity (Fig. 6). Finally, pericytes did not show any particular pre-
ference between lumenal and parenchymal portion of the brain, two of
the studied cells (1 and 2) showing an opposite preference compared to
the other two (3 and 4). Taken individually, pericytes 1 and 2 sit on a
vascular bifurcation (Fig. 8A and B), compared to number 3 and 4
which are surrounding a straight segment; we could speculate that their
energetic reserves need to be spent differently based on their location
but this needs more observations the be relied on.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we were able for the first time to describe detailed 3D
morphologies of neurons and glial cells using 3DEM. Technical ad-
vances in reconstructing complex astrocytic structures are finally
opening them up to precise morphological analysis. In addition, we
were able to place complete intracellular mitochondrial distributions to
that morphology that allowed us to speculate on functional relevance of
this distribution.

Within this framework, which is common to connectomics, one can
envision a widespread study of all other brain cell types, whose mor-
phological features are still poorly understood, but need to be in-
vestigated, to make sense of many physiological roles supposedly
mediated by cells like astrocytes, that are still not completely under-
stood.
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